
Session 9 : What will we do with beam in 2009/10 ?Session 9 : What will we do with beam in 2009/10 ?

What would we like to do ?What would we like to do ?
Experiments desiderataExperiments desiderata M. FerroM. Ferro--LuzziLuzzi
Protons in LHCProtons in LHC W. HerrW. Herr
Ions in LHCIons in LHC J JowettJ JowettIons in LHCIons in LHC J. JowettJ. Jowett

Are we ready to do it ?Are we ready to do it ?
Beams in the injectorsBeams in the injectors E. MetralE. Metral
Commissioning planCommissioning plan S. RedaelliS. Redaelli
OrganizationOrganization G. ArduiniG. Arduini



450 GeV running450 GeV running

Is it useful ?Is it useful ?
Yes!  Contrary to a year ago: ExperimentsYes!  Contrary to a year ago: Experiments requestrequest a 900 GeV runlet  a 900 GeV runlet  y y g py y g p qq
All Experiments wish to make use of 2 or 3 shifts of stable colliding All Experiments wish to make use of 2 or 3 shifts of stable colliding 
beams, still beams, still in the noise of the beam commissioning schedulein the noise of the beam commissioning schedule

When ?When ?
As soon as possibleAs soon as possible
SSSolenoids onSolenoids on
No need to wait for high intensitiesNo need to wait for high intensities

happy with  khappy with  kbb = 2,   = 2,   ββ* = injection value,   N = ~ 9* = injection value,   N = ~ 9××10101010ppyppy bb ,, ββ j ,j ,

Why ?Why ?
Mainly: time alignment space alignmentMainly: time alignment space alignment

for info: about 1028cm-2 s-1

×105 s = ~ 1 nb-1

(~5×107 inelastic interactions)

Mainly: time alignment, space alignmentMainly: time alignment, space alignment
Also: physics cross check (a few basic distributions, cross section)Also: physics cross check (a few basic distributions, cross section)

if luminosity measured         
(fast separation scan?)



Discovery channels for General Purpose DetectorsDiscovery channels for General Purpose Detectors

With With 5050--100 pb100 pb--11 good datagood data at 10at 10--8 TeV8 TeV ⇒⇒ many new limits set many new limits set 
on hypothetical particles (some more stringent than Tevatron), on hypothetical particles (some more stringent than Tevatron), y ( g )y ( g )
or even discoveries possible!or even discoveries possible!

WithWith 200200 300 pb300 pb--11 good datagood data at 10at 10 8 TeV8 TeV start competing withstart competing withWith With 200200--300 pb300 pb--11 good datagood data at 10at 10--8 TeV8 TeV ⇒⇒ start competing with start competing with 
Tevatron for Higgs masses around 160 GeVTevatron for Higgs masses around 160 GeV

With With 1 fb1 fb--11 good datagood data at 10 TeVat 10 TeV ⇒⇒ find Higgs if around 160 GeVfind Higgs if around 160 GeV

ffThe higher the energy, the faster it goes...The higher the energy, the faster it goes...

Note: below ~20Note: below ~20--40 pb40 pb--11 at 10at 10--8 TeV or at any lower energy one8 TeV or at any lower energy oneNote: below 20Note: below 20--40 pb40 pb at 10at 10--8 TeV, or at any lower energy, one 8 TeV, or at any lower energy, one 
would probably start talking about an "engineering run"would probably start talking about an "engineering run"
(can still be very useful, but perhaps not in terms of immediate physics results)(can still be very useful, but perhaps not in terms of immediate physics results)



Non GPDNon GPD

LHCbLHCb
B cross section does not vary as drastically as for high mass B cross section does not vary as drastically as for high mass 
objects. Thus, the request to go to highest possible energy is objects. Thus, the request to go to highest possible energy is 
mildermilder
Need Need 0.30.3--0.5 fb0.5 fb--11 at sat s1/2 1/2 ≥≥ 8 TeV8 TeV to surpass Tevatron in B physics to surpass Tevatron in B physics 
N d lN d l bb 11 1/21/2 4 T V4 T V ll d l f J/ ill d l f J/ iNeed at least Need at least 5 pb5 pb--11 at sat s1/2 1/2 ≥≥ 4 TeV4 TeV to collect good sample of J/psito collect good sample of J/psi

ALICE with ALICE with pppppppp
Not as strongly interested as GPDs in reaching the highest Not as strongly interested as GPDs in reaching the highest 
possible energy for possible energy for pppp
What about sWhat about s1/21/2 = 5.5 TeV ?  (the = 5.5 TeV ?  (the NNNN equivalent in PbPb@14TeV) equivalent in PbPb@14TeV) (( q @ )q @ )

not so crucial at this stage, but yes, would request to choose E=2.75 not so crucial at this stage, but yes, would request to choose E=2.75 
TeV if a beam energy between 2 and 3 TeV was being consideredTeV if a beam energy between 2 and 3 TeV was being considered

Will collect data at Will collect data at ~~10102929 cmcm--22 ss--11 (opt) or 3(opt) or 3××10103030 cmcm--22 ss--11 (max)(max)
Runs with smallest possible Runs with smallest possible ββ* (while remaining at desired * (while remaining at desired 
luminosity, and with full Bluminosity, and with full Bspectrspectr))
Particularly interested in “symmetric shift” filling schemes and in Particularly interested in “symmetric shift” filling schemes and in 
50 ( d t 25 )50 ( d t 25 )50ns (as opposed to 25ns)50ns (as opposed to 25ns)



TOTEM and LHCfTOTEM and LHCf

TOTEM (IP5)TOTEM (IP5)
T1, T2, all RP220 and some RP147 will be readyT1, T2, all RP220 and some RP147 will be ready, , y, , y
TOTEM will operate under all running conditionsTOTEM will operate under all running conditions
Early optics (Early optics (ββ* = 3 m): large |t| elastic scattering, central * = 3 m): large |t| elastic scattering, central 
diffractiondiffractiondiffractiondiffraction
As soon as technically feasible: request As soon as technically feasible: request ββ* = 90 m optics* = 90 m optics
(or a gradual unsqueezing from (or a gradual unsqueezing from ββ* = 3 m to higher values)* = 3 m to higher values)

LHCf (IP1)LHCf (IP1)
Lumi limitationLumi limitation: degradation of non rad: degradation of non rad--hard components after fewhard components after fewLumi limitationLumi limitation: degradation of non rad: degradation of non rad hard components after few hard components after few 
pbpb--11 in data taking positionin data taking position

move out by 10 cm when L>10move out by 10 cm when L>103030 cmcm--22 ss--11

dismount & remove detector when L>10dismount & remove detector when L>103?3? cmcm--22 ss--11dismount & remove detector when L 10dismount & remove detector when L 10 cmcm ss
Preferred operating conditions:Preferred operating conditions:

2x2 and 43x43, L= 102x2 and 43x43, L= 102929 cmcm--22 ss--11 , crossing angle 0 and 140 urad , crossing angle 0 and 140 urad 
(enhanced acceptance)(enhanced acceptance)(enhanced acceptance)(enhanced acceptance)
156x156 introduce pile156x156 introduce pile--up (2us electronics) up (2us electronics) 



LHC performanceLHC performance
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Key parameters are γ N kb β* and they are strongly correlated

γ Energy not a free choice but has consequences for F N β*

N Number of bunches has consequences for F β* and machine protection

kb Bunch intensity has consequences for beam-beam and pileup

β* Has consequences for N F and aperture

Smaller emittances ? Could be problems



Energy and Energy and ββ**

A t id ti d fi l tiAperture considerations define relation 
between Energy and minimum β*



43 and 156 bunch schemes (no crossing angle)43 and 156 bunch schemes (no crossing angle)

43 bunch operation 156 bunch operation



Multibunch operation (crossing angle)Multibunch operation (crossing angle)



Crossing angleCrossing angle



Multibunch operationMultibunch operation



Delivered luminositiesDelivered luminosities (106 seconds @ <L> of 1033 cm-2 s-1 → 1 fb-1)

Without crossing angleWithout crossing angle

Could hit few 1031 cm-2 s-1 say <L> of 1031 cm-2 s-1

40% efficiency for physics → 106 seconds collisions per month40% efficiency for physics → 10 seconds collisions per month

Integrated luminosity per month = 10 pb-1

With crossing angleWith crossing angle

Could hit few 1032 cm-2 s-1 say <L> of 1032 cm-2 s-1

40% efficiency for physics → 106 seconds collisions per month40% efficiency for physics → 10 seconds collisions per month

Integrated luminosity per month = 100 pb-1



Heavy Ion RunHeavy Ion Run

Keep option openKeep option open
Injectors and LHC should be compatible with the possibility of a HI runInjectors and LHC should be compatible with the possibility of a HI run
Note that even 1 day @ Note that even 1 day @ early schemeearly scheme is enough to surpass RHICis enough to surpass RHIC

Parameter Units Early Beam NominalParameter Units Early Beam Nominal 

Energy per nucleon TeV 2.76 2.76

Initial ion-ion Luminosity L0 cm-2 s-1 ~ 5 ×1025 1 ×1027

No. bunches, kb 62 592

Minimum bunch spacing ns 1350 99.8

β* m 1.0 0.5 /0.55β /

Number of Pb ions/bunch 7 107 7 107

Transv. norm. RMS emittance μm 1.5 1.5

L it di l itt V / h 2 5 2 5Longitudinal emittance eV s/charge 2.5 2.5

Luminosity half-life (1,2,3 expts.) h 14, 7.5, 5.5 8, 4.5, 3

Only possibilityOnly possibility 
for 2009 or 
early 2010



Heavy Ion RunHeavy Ion Run

Systems checked for readinessSystems checked for readiness
RFRF
BIBI
CollimatorsCollimators
VacuumVacuumVacuumVacuum
Machine protectionMachine protection
Optics (essentially identical magnetic machine)Optics (essentially identical magnetic machine)
Controls (watch out for hard coded protons)Controls (watch out for hard coded protons)

Hot switch strategyHot switch strategyHot switch strategyHot switch strategy
Working LHC with protonsWorking LHC with protons
Ions available from SPSIons available from SPS



Web based procedures being put in placeWeb based procedures being put in place

Stage I Initial commissioning Early Ion 
Beam (DRAFT)

Ring
factor

Total Time 
[days] Comments

I1 Injection and first turn 2 0.25 Magnetically identical to protons; 1 bunch/beam.

I2 Circulating beam 2 0.25
Magnetically identical to protons. Synchronisation of transfer lines and 
RF capture at -4.7 kHz frequency shift.
Check lifetime in particular (IBS?).

I3 450 Z GeV initial 
commissioning 2 0.25 Beam instrumentation slightly different. Optics OK. 

450 Z GeV opticsI4 450 Z GeV optics 
measurements 2 .5 Magnetically identical to protons but do minimal check.

I6 450 Z GeV - two beams 1 .5 >0.4 nominal bunch intensity, otherwise magnetically identical to 
protons.

I7 Collisions at 450 Z GeV 1 0 Not interesting. 

I8 Snapback and ramp 2 0.5 Single and then two beams, Magnetically identical to protons.
Check beam dump at various energies.

I9 7 Z TeV flat top checks 2 0.5 Single beam initially, performed following successful ramp

I12 Commission experimental I l d d l d i d f tI12 Commission experimental 
magnets Included already since done for protons.

I10 Setup for collisions - 7 Z TeV 1 0.5

Physics un-squeezed 1 ? Zero crossing angle in ALICE, leave as-is in CMS & ATLAS. LHCb 
separated.

TOTAL to first collisions 6

I11 Commission squeeze 2 2

Commission squeeze of ALICE to same as presently achieved with CMS and 
ATLAS (with ATLAS and CMS unsqueezed). May have been started with 
protons. Check separation. 
Include CMS & ATLAS squeeze depending on time.

I5 Increase intensity 2 1 Increase bunch number to 62 (Early Scheme).
Set-up physics - partially 
squeezed. 1 2

Pilot physics run Parasitic measurements during physics (BLMs, ...) of great interest.



Injectors Injectors -- protonsprotons



Injectors Injectors -- ionsions



Commissioning Commissioning –– 2008 experience 2008 experience –– 3 days of beam3 days of beam



Commissioning Commissioning –– 2008 experience 2008 experience –– sector testssector tests



Commissioning Commissioning –– 2008 experience 2008 experience –– dry runsdry runs



Commissioning Commissioning –– 20092009



Organisation Organisation –– 2008 experience2008 experience

Numerous activitiesNumerous activities
InstallationInstallation
Cool downCool down
System integrationSystem integration
Dry runsDry runsyy
Machine checkoutMachine checkout
Injection testsInjection tests
Beam commissioningBeam commissioningBeam commissioningBeam commissioning

It workedIt worked
Thanks to all concernedThanks to all concernedThanks to all concernedThanks to all concerned

It was not always easyIt was not always easy
A ti iti tInterference between activitiesInterference between activities

Sharing of resourcesSharing of resources
Time pressureTime pressure

Activities not 
always done in 
optimal order



Organisation Organisation –– 20092009

Lessons can and will be learnedLessons can and will be learned

New things will have to be accommodatedNew things will have to be accommodated
Personnel changesPersonnel changes
Access and powering restrictionsAccess and powering restrictionsAccess and powering restrictionsAccess and powering restrictions
Machine protection largely untestedMachine protection largely untested

single bunch at injection energy in 2008single bunch at injection energy in 2008
New magnet protection systemsNew magnet protection systemsg p yg p y

have to work, have to allow operationhave to work, have to allow operation

Availability of expertsAvailability of expertsAvailability of expertsAvailability of experts
Machine protection (definition of safe envelope)Machine protection (definition of safe envelope)
Magnet protectionMagnet protection

On shift or on call ?On shift or on call ?On shift or on call ? On shift or on call ? 

Commissioning team should be involved early onCommissioning team should be involved early on
++ Plenty to do before beamPlenty to do before beam++ Plenty to do before beamPlenty to do before beam
−− Same people in the CCC for a yearSame people in the CCC for a year


